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Dear Editor, 
 
 We read with great interest the recent article by Lee et al.[6], regarding delayed ipsilateral 
hearing loss (median 22 days) after microvascular decompression (MVD) using a retrosigmoid 
approach for hemifacial spasm (HFS). High-dose corticosteroid treatment was instituted, with 
further complete recovery after a median time of 45 days. Interestingly, the inter-peak latency of 
waves I-III in the brainstem auditory evoked potentials (BAEP) were prolonged during the 
surgery, but recovered within a short time.  
 An important aspect to clarify, in our opinion, is whether the BAEP abnormalities were 
found in other cases that did not experience delayed ipsilateral hearing loss. As the authors 
operated on a large cohort, their particular findings for the 5 patients experiencing such late 
complication would be even stronger and more relevant. Further evidence on this aspect has been 
reported in series with contralateral hearing loss after MVD for HFS.  Interestingly, while this is 
extremely rare, the “pathognomonic” sign was also the contralateral delayed inter-peak latencies 
of the BAEPs. The intraoperative monitoring of the BAEP is once again stressed, as a mean for 
eventual anticipation of such events. The use of BAEPs during MVD may warn surgeons of 
cochlear nerve damage intraoperatively by following the latency of wave 5, which corresponds to 
the brainstem auditory pathways from the cochlear nucleus to the inferior colliculus[8]. 
 With regards to the possible etiologies, although still unclear after several (although small) 
published series, should be expanded to some more plausible causes. Lee et al.[6] nicely cited the 
stretching of the VIII-th nerve during cerebellar retraction, direct mechanical trauma or further 
ischemic changes due to the injury of the labyrinthine artery. In our opinion, tissue scaring, as 
advocated by Janetta itself in a paper by Kuchta et al.[5], could be responsible for this late 
complication and should be evoked. In fact, if the pia is missing, the unprotected VIII-th cranial 
nerve might become subject to electrical or chemical insult, with further change in the conduction 
velocity of different nerve fibers. Fuse et al.[2] had also shared this theory of a scar tissue, due to 
the manipulation of the meninges. This would explain the gradual and progressive hearing 
decline. Other causes could include progressive atrophy of the auditory nerve[2], new direct 
neurovascular compression, brainstem shift or edema or even labyrinthine fluid imbalance due to 
CSF release[7].  
 One should also remind the controversy whether these patients could benefit from a 
complete hearing recovery or not. As this further impacts the patient’s quality of life, it does 
deserves further attention. Lee et al.[6] nicely propose a high-dose corticosteroid treatment, which 
seems to attain its desired effect, after variable lapse of time. There is evidence here, although in a 
small sample size that even in cases with sudden deterioration as delayed as one month after 
surgery this type of pharmacological treatment could be also of high benefit. Moreover, the 
applied treatment –although considered empiric- should address what one would presume to be 
the cause. Shall this cause be tissue scaring (as we consider), corticosteroid is certainly the most 
appropriate. Other causes,  such as infarct of the ipsilateral inferior colliculus documented on 
postoperative MRI, should benefit from other means, such as intravenous heparinization. 
 An open question is whether minimally invasive approaches would allow for fewer 
complications in the future. Historically, Peter Janetta pioneered the MVD in the setting of 
trigeminal neuralgia. Several months later, he had the great intuition that HFS is most probably 
acting through the same disease process, in what we call today the « cranial nerve hyperactivity 
disorders ». He further applied this to the patient, which became cured. After enduring the 
skepticism of the elders of his time, several years latter his legacy has been formerly recognized 
as one of the most important discoveries in the neurosurgical field[3]. More recently, MVD for 
hemifacial spasm has also been described endoscopically[1], which is considered both safe and 
feasible[4]. Whether this minimally invasive approach would allow avoiding delayed ipsilateral 
hearing loss remains to be discussed by further series.   
 In conclusion, the article of Lee et al.[6] adds to the limited evidence of the ipsilateral 
delayed hearing loss and its potential causes after MVD for HFS. In our opinion, tissue scaring 
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and further delayed local inflammation is the responsible cause and corticosteroid treatment 
addresses this etiology, with further reversibility of the symptoms. BAEP and their respective 
changes during surgery should draw attention to a more careful follow-up of these patients.   
 The unsolved conspiracy of the cochlear apparatus will continue to fascinate the field of 
functional neurosurgery in the context of this recent and nice paper. We postulate that modern 
neuroimaging techniques (e.g. structural MRI), including detailed fiber tracking by more refined 
diffusion tensor imaging in the future, or high filed 7 or 14 T MRI enhancing vascular anatomy, 
would help in the future for a better comprehension and further enhance therapeutic means 
towards a better care of our patients.   
 
 
Figure 1: Artistic representation of a neurovascular conflict at the level of the VII-th nerve. Are 

further illustrating other anatomical structures, considered as relevant in the context. 	
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